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At the end of this month, we had the first sessions of in-person further training for our 

teachers from Preschool to 6th Grade, and these were in charge of Kimmo and Mervi. 

These first approaches aimed to explain basic but core parts of the Finnish International 

Curriculum, such as what it means to be a well-trained teacher, what an equal and in-

clusive educational system consists of, the concept of learning, the importance of school 

culture, among other things. Our teachers really made the most of those days: they 

were really inquisitive and, along with their coaches, they already envisioned how they 

would apply these introductory concepts to their classes.

We celebrated the kick-off of our teachers’ further training on the Finnish International Cu-

rriculum. At an event we held at Lo Barnechea campus, we had the pleasure of receiving 

Kimmo Kumpulainen and Mervi Hakoniemi from Polar Partners once again. On this occasion, 

they talked to our teachers about what it means to be a Finnish International School and 

about the further training that would take place throughout the rest of 2022. Afterwards, 

all of the participants enjoyed a cocktail to inaugurate this adventure we are embarking on! 

LET’S CREATE A SCHOOL OF 
THE FUTURE, NOW!

“It was great working with such motivated professionals, who ask a lot of questions, like why, how, what if, etc. And then, after the training days, I saw a lot of teachers trying out the new ideas with the students and creating shared lesson plans with peers. And the joy of trying new methods seemed to bring more happiness to many teachers and students. This is a great start to our shared journey!”, added Mr. Kumpulainen, founder and COO of Polar Partners, regarding the in-person training sessions.

MAY



We officially launched the implementation of the Finnish Inter-

national Curriculum at LIA in an event at Lo Barnechea campus. 

On this day, we welcomed guests who work in education and 

areas related to it, to present them our route to become the 

first Finnish International School in South America. After hea-

ring presentations from our Headmaster John Seaquist, the 

ambassador of Finland in Chile, Miss Eija Rotinen, and Kim-

mo Kumpulainen, those present had the chance to meet 

each other and share ideas regarding our project. 

We ended the semester with our teachers having made great 

progress on their asynchronous training. They are the heart of 

this project and the key to accomplish our goal. We are extre-

mely grateful for their effort and commitment! 

We have months full of work ahead and we are certain that together, 

like the great community we are, we will accomplish all of our objectives! 

JUNE



NEWS ABOUT THE IB  
PROGRAMME AT LIA

Our path to becoming an 
IB Diploma School re-
mains steadfast and 
is progressing well. 
In April we were 

pre-approved to be-
come an IB world school 

and, since then, our campus Directors, Miss 
Francisca Flaño and Miss Paloma Méndez, have 
completed their IB leadership training and our 
Academic Director, Miss Antonia Ortega, along 
with Principals Miss Silvia Méndez and Miss 
Magdalena Acuña, have just completed their 
own training.

Further, as part of this process, we have been 
assigned an IB assessor for each campus. They 
will help us continue in our preparation and we 
have been meeting with them on a weekly ba-
sis. 

This month each assessor gave our teachers 
from 7th to 12th grade a presentation about 
what the IB Diploma Programme entails, in 
which they were able to learn more about it 
and clarify their doubts. 

We are extremely excited about this opportuni-
ty and the progress that has been made to date 
in our objective to become an IB world school.
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After two years without our iconic event, the XXXIX Mu-

sic Festival took place in April and May, at Lo Barnechea 

and Chicureo campus respectively. Without doubt, these 

were days full of incredible performances! The students 

gave undoubtedly their best and the audience did not 

stay behind: families, friends and classmates wore banda-

nas and cheered for their favorite contestants.

This year, besides awarding bands and solo artists, the awards for “Best Video 

Audition”, “Best Performance on Stage” and “Best Costume” were given for the 

first time on both campuses. Also, the “Best Sign” was awarded in Chicureo campus.

THE RETURN OF THE
MUSICAL FESTIVAL

We are so grateful that we were able to retake this Lintac tradition! 
Congratulations to all the participants for their effort and talent! 



ART EXHIBITION:  
STUDENTS SHOWCASE THEIR CREATIVITY

At school, one of our objectives is to encoura-

ge our students’ creativity, because what would 

our society be without it? Our Art Department 

plays a huge role in letting their imagination 

wander freely so they can have necessary mo-

ments of relaxation that stimulate their brains 

at the same time. Here, you will be able to 

take a look at some of their amazing artworks.  

We definitely have some 

future artists among us!



For weeks and with much enthusiasm, teachers and students from Preschool at both campuses 

prepared different activities to celebrate Mother’s Day and Father’s Day in May and June, res-

pectively. The excitement and the expectations were high, since we had not been able to 

celebrate these days in-person since 2019. The preschoolers learned different songs and 

dances to surprise their parents and they surely did so! On the days of the celebrations, 

some of them danced to the rhythm of “Everybody” by 

Backstreet Boys, others sang “Isn’t She Lovely” by Stevie 

Wonder and played limbo.

With help from their teachers, the children also prepared 

handmade gifts such as bookmarks, self-portraits posing 

as “The Scream” and clay dishes, which they also painted. 

They were very excited to give their parents what they 

made with their own hands and with much love!

Our preschoolers made such an effort to make Mother’s 

Day and Father’s Day very special for their parents and 

we are immensely proud of them for putting their whole 

hearts into it!

MOTHER’S DAY AND FATHER’S DAY: 
A TIME TO REUNITE



SPORTS:
THE JOY OF COMPETING ONCE AGAIN

Without doubt, one of the greatest things this year 

that has filled with joy our community, and specially 

our students, has been the chance to retake the sports 

teams and the school competitions in-person.

Our athletes trained together on a regular basis 

this semester, preparing themselves for di-

fferent tournaments and strengthening the 

bonds within each squad. The football, vo-

lleyball and hockey teams gave undoubted-

ly their best in each match, representing our 

school with much pride!

For this first semester there were outstanding performances and 

achievements delivered by our athletes. In volleyball, Lo Bar-

nechea campus shined. The girls’ U-18 team won the silver 

cup of the Metropolitan League, while the U-18 obtained 

third place in the bronze cup of this competition. 

On the other hand, Isaac Nieto (8th A, Lo 

Barnechea), also showcased his talent and 

skills. Representing Lincoln International 

Academy in the Soprole Swimming Cup 

of Schools, he achieved the silver medal 

in the 100m breaststroke event and four-

th place in the 100m medley event within 

his category. 

RENOVATED FIELD AT LO BARNECHEA CAMPUS
At the beginning of May, the artificial turf field from Lo Barnechea cam-

pus looked different. After 10 years, the field had completed its lifespan, 

and it was renovated completely by Sportwelt (Moeckel & Weil), who 

design and install professional fields with the highest international stan-

dards. This firm imported and placed the new carpet and, without doubt, 

our community has made the best of it!

Also, in line with our commitment with recycling and reusing, the old grass 

carpet of the field was placed on different school courtyards, which has 

benefited the development of the activities that are carried out at these 

common spaces.

We hope that the renovated artificial turf field may be of great use for all of 

our community!



SEP:
LINTAC SOCIAL EMOTIONAL 
PROGRAM

We are proud to continue implementing our 

Lintac Social Emotional Program (SEP) this year. 

This initiative was created by our DAI along 

with EducomLab -led by the renowned scholar 

Daniel Halpern- and its objective is to provide 

the tools and develop the skills that parents, 

teachers and students need to face today’s rea-

lity of schools. 

Identity, emotions, self-care, interpersonal re-

lationships, values, among others, are some of 

the issues addressed in the SEP, as well as a 

digital literacy curriculum created 

by EducomLab.

PARENTING FORMATION PROGRAM 
As part of our SEP, we continue to develop this initiative in which fathers and mothers parti-

cipate in lectures with the best speakers on parenting formation in the digital world. 

Within this framework, there have been three enriching online lectures that have taken place 

this semester: 

DRA. MICHELE BORBA: 
“Thrivers: Can our children 
make compatible the ha-
ppiness of today with the 

success of tomorrow?

DR. NICHOLAS KARDARAS: 
“Digital madness: 5 stra-
tegies to retrieve emo-

tional balance in a digital 
world”

DR. ALOK KANOJIA: 
“Therapy for players: 

would you like to unders-
tand why your son/dau-

ghter loves videogames?”

SEP AT LIA
On the other hand, within all the levels from 

the school, we have based our worked 

on our curriculum of social-emotional formation, whose units of self-care, emo-

tions, interpersonal relationships, identity and values, are key pillars for the 

mental health of students.

Due to this, during the month of May we counted with in-person lectures for 

our students that were carried out by the scholar Daniel Halpern, specialist in 

how to approach school bullying and the use of social media for children and 

adolescents.

For 5th to 6th grade: What do you say when you talk to yourself?: The role of self-esteem 

in school bullying

Para 7° básico a 10°: The impact of social media on school violence   

                     

Without doubt, these talks have been a great opportunity for students, since topics of 

current interest were approached. Also, due to the fact that these were in-person events, 

the interaction and experience were even more meaningful!

ONLINE LECTURE VIDEOS
All the online lectures of the parenting formation 
program are available at: 
https://lintac.educomlab.com/formacion-integral



Searching 

SEEK:
LIFE PROJECT 

During the second part of this first semester, we have been working with much enthusiasm in 

our Seek, Life Project program, an initiative that has the objective of offering a an integral su-

pport to our students and is aimed at the vocational work. This consists of four pillars: Searching, 

Exploring, Evaluating y Knowledge. 

Searching

Our main focus these months has been put on this pillar, which reviews the impact of the in-

fluence of what surrounds decision making and gives information regarding universities, careers 

and applications.

For this purpose, different events were organized, such as the parents’ lecture for 1st to 4th 

grade, as well as talks of our parents and alumni for 11th and 12th grade, in which each one of 

them spoke about the careers they are studying or have pursued, talking about their own ex-

perience and creating opportunities for interacting that were very enriching for all our students. 

Knowledge

Exploring
Evaluating



Also, this year we have reinforced the inter-

national area. For this, the assembly “Study 

Abroad” was carried out for 8th to 12th gra-

de in each campus, in which basic concepts of 

student exchange and international university 

applications were explained to students. 

Further, two meetings with external companies 

that support both experiences were held. The 

first of them was with Curiosity Expeditions, 

which works with the “Dream Big Studies” pro-

On the other hand, university fairs 

have been carried out in both campu-

ses for 11th and 12th grade, in which 

representatives from eight Chilean 

universities were providing informa-

tion and clarifying doubts regarding 

the careers and programs they offer. It 

should be noted that in both campuses 

there were alumni who were part of 

the university representatives, which 

makes us very proud. 
gram, aimed to help students apply to foreign 

universities. 

The second was an online lecture with three ex-

ternal institutions that are dedicated to student 

exchange. Each one of them gave a brief pre-

sentation about their programs and the requi-

rements to live these experiences. These insti-

tutions are:

- Intereducation

- Pitt English

- Go Study


